• Advanced global modeling capability allows investigation of the impact of transient magnetospheric 
produced in the precipitation spectra. An ionospheric sub-layer intermittently arises at unusually low alti- 
Plain Language Summary

28
Understanding the variability within the near-Earth magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere system 29 is not only a scientific goal but also a critical need for reliable nowcasting and forcasting of hazardous space 30 weather. The system is fully coupled in a variety of ways that challenge our current modeling and observa-31 tional capabilities. In order to unify the ionospheric and magnetospheric dynamics and their interactions 32 in models, we report a latest modeling effort that self-consistently couples the magnetospheric particle 33 precipitation to its impact on the ionosphere. This model significantly advances the consistency of the 34 models, providing the opportunity to study the 3D ionospheric variability and the transient magnetospheric 35 drivers. With this new tool, we find that earthward particle injections in the magnetosphere result in ener-36 getic electron precipitation with 10<E<100 keV, which cause intense ionization and a transient sub-layer 37 with enhanced electric conductivity at unusually low altitudes near 85 km. Such an additional layer at low 38 altitude implies the complexity of the ionosphere and can impose severe disruptions on radio communi- However with sparse in-situ measurements or limitation of instruments, it is challenging to coordinate 67 multi-point observations in both magnetosphere and ionosphere at the time and locations of interest. It 68 is also difficult to determine the spatial and temporal evolution of the low-altitude structure across finite 69 monitors. Therefore, a self-consistent modeling of the MI system is required to investigate the global-70 scale causes and effects in the MI system. However, to date, most ionosphere models coupled with 
84
[2016] developed a new physics-based electron precipitation module within a ring current model due to 
91
In this paper, we report on a new effort to develop a self-consistent modeling capability for the MI ]. This ring current model is unique primarily because the particle distribution functions are pitch 117 angle resolved, which is particularly important in plasma wave excitation and subsequent wave-particle 118 diffusion processes.
119
The source plasma to the ring current is provided at the outer boundary of the model (i.e., 6.6 Re), 
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To incorporate the wave-particle scattering process for electrons, we apply pitch angle diffusion [Solomon, 2017] has been improved to be incorporated into global general circulation models, hence 154 making it possible to couple GLOW with the global ring current model, as reported in this paper. 
160
The GLOW model then takes the downward precipitation flux within its designated energy range (i.e., 161 0.05 -170 keV) as the input, and computes the vertical profiles of ionization rate, electron density, and Hall 162 and Pedersen conductivities. Note that the low energy bound of the GLOW model is lower than the low 163 energy bound in the ring current model (i.e., 0.15 keV). We therefore only consider the precipitation within 164 the overlapping energy range (i.e., 0.15-170 keV). The altitude-resolved conductivity is then integrated 165 over height to yield the conductance for solving the convective electric field, to be used in RAM-SCBE for 166 the ring current particle transport.
167
The coupling between the ring current model and the GLOW model upgrades the conductance 168 calculator from the empirical Robinson relations to a first-principle calculation, and advances the self-169 consistency in the ionosphere electrodynamic solution. Therefore, the GLOW model is not only used as 170 a conductance calculator for the circulation system, providing the feedback effects to the magnetosphere, 171 but also allows for the study of self-consistent responses in the ionosphere due to fast magnetospheric 172 dynamics.
173
We note that more sophisticated ionosphere-thermosphere models may be more appropriate for 174 studying the entire upper atmosphere dynamics, but as a first attempt to self-consistently couple the 175 ionosphere with the magnetospheric precipitation without any assumption or limit on its energy spectrum, 
Simulation Results
187
The electrons injected from the plasmasheet drift around the Earth, providing not only the source 14:00 UT, while the low-energy (<6 keV) precipitation remains persistently high, a high-energy tail above 199 10 keV recurrently arises with its peak centered around 10-20 keV and the tail extending to 100 keV.
200
The occurrence of these high-energy tails in the precipitation spectra is well correlated with plasmasheet 201 injections at the geosynchronous altitude (see Figure S1) , with a time lag varying from 0.5 to one hour.
202
It is worth noting that the presence of the high-energy tail during injections notably hardens the spectra, boundary were not limited at 6.6 R e .
247
As shown above, substorm-associated energetic electron precipitation produces intermittent enhance- 
Summary
277
We reported a self-consistent modeling capability of the MI coupling, by providing the auroral electron 278 precipitation from the ring current dynamics to the electron transport code in the ionosphere. The ring 279 current model RAM-SCBE, which solves the loss mechanisms of keV to hundreds of keV electrons due to 280 wave particle interactions, produces physics-based spectra of precipitation flux at the ionospheric altitude.
281
The incident spectrum-resolved precipitation further drives the electron transport within the ionosphere in 282 the GLOW model. The resultant altitude-dependent profile of conductivity in turn is used to specify the 283 auroral conductance for solving the electric potential needed for the ring current particle transport. This 
302
Through studying the responses in the ionosphere due to fast magnetospheric drivers, we demon- in the high-energy electron flux at the boundary.
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